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In the year 2043, eight-year-old Albert leaves his home to go on his first school trip.  He walks 

through comfortable suburbs, but Albert must take care not to be spotted by the NUPS on his short 

walk.  As the grandson of Polish immigrants, he and his family are classified as noncitz and are no 

longer welcome in Britain.  Little does Albert know that there is no school trip and his parents have 

made a sacrifice that will impact on the lives of everybody concerned. 

Edward is the teenage son of George Clark, the Minister for Family Values.  Edward leads a privileged 

life, and his main concern is deciding whether to date the rebellious and hard-to-resist Florence, or 

Susan, his mother’s choice and fellow political royalty. 

But Edward also finds himself questioning the political monopoly in Britain, with its brutal treatment 

of noncitz and lack of free press.  A founding member of the Lily Allen Fan Club, Edward leads 

underground online discussions, but is forced into real action when his love life and politics mix to 

place his and other lives in danger. 
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Lily White 

Chapter One 

 

Albert was walking to school faster than normal, because today was a very exciting day.  His mother 

had kissed him goodbye many times.  Even his father had got up early to see him off, after a very 

late night washing up at the restaurant.  And now, today, he was going on his first ever school trip. 

 

Nobody had said anything about the trip at school, not even yesterday.  But in the afternoon, he had 

gone home to find his mother packing lots of his things into a big rucksack.  He hadn’t seen the 

rucksack before, and when he spotted a label in the bin he had known that the bag was new.  Then 

she had helped him with his eye drops, cheerfully telling him as she always did; “We must make sure 

your irises register just the same as your identity card.  We wouldn’t want the NUPS thinking you 

were somebody else!” 

 

“Where are we going on the trip?” He had asked his mother, “Will we go past all the houses to the 

countryside?”  Albert dreamed of going to the country.  He had never known anything but the city.  

Row after row of government provided semis, mostly built in the 2030s under the promise of “British 

Homes for British Families”.  These, the abandoned tower block that housed the school, and very 

occasionally the local shops, were the full extent of Albert’s known world. 

 

“It’s a surprise darling,” she had told him, “It would be too dangerous even for me to know.” 

 

“Oh well.  I hope I meet a horse.”  He had said stoutly. 

 

His mother hadn’t told him how long the trip was for either, but Albert guessed from the amount of 

things in his bag that it must surely be for a very long time, maybe even as much as a week.  He 

reached the end of the road and it started to drizzle.  Albert hoped his boots were in his bag, as he 

would need them in the countryside if the weather was going to do this. 
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Today the large digital advertising display showed a young white man in a yellow hard hat and a 

bright reflective yellow jacket, smiling blandly.  He seemed to be taking a break from his work in an 

unspecified factory, as he was drinking what appeared to be a cup of tea, leaning against a fork lift 

truck.  The fork lift truck was yellow as well, and there were big red letters proclaiming “Britain:  The 

Home Of Manufacturing”.  In Albert’s opinion there were too many yellows, especially for a Tuesday 

morning.  There wouldn’t be any of this in the countryside, he decided.  Checking he was not being 

watched, he ducked under the display unit and made his way across the waste ground to the 

deserted tower block.  As he did, he noticed the “Made in Britain” plaque on the bottom of the 

display unit had come loose and was hanging at ninety degrees. 

 

 As he crossed the wasteland the rain started to come down more heavily.  His mother had told him 

that she had packed him some treats for the trip, and he hoped nothing in his bag would get wet in 

the rain.  He reached the old wheelie bin storage area, and ducked behind the same old burnt-out 

bin as he did every day, once again checking he had not been followed or watched.  He knew how 

much could be put at risk by being seen. 

 

By the time Albert had reached the fifth floor, he was beginning to wonder if perhaps his mother had 

packed too many treats, as the bag was becoming rather heavy.  His legs were burning as he heard 

Mr. Harris’ voice addressing his classmates.  He couldn’t hear what was being said, and hoped that 

he wasn’t missing out on important information about the trip. 

 

A deserted council flat was used as the school.  The classroom was in the lounge, as it was the 

largest room.  The flat still had the number 25 on the door, in plastic that was presumably once 

white, but over the years had darkened to a grubby shade of beige.  The top part of the number five 

was missing.  Albert opened the door, hurried along the short internal corridor and burst into the 

room slightly damp, but jubilant. 

 

“Hello everybody, hello Mr. Harris!  Can you tell us where we are going yet?” 
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“I didn’t know we were going anywhere Albert.  Why don’t you tell us?”  Albert liked Mr. Harris.  Mr. 

Harris was so old that he had been born in the last century, but he was kind and funny.  Albert knew 

he must be having a joke with him now. 

 

“On the trip!  My Mum told me last night we’re going on a school trip, but that nobody but you knew 

where because it was a secret.” 

 

“Oh.”  A strange look came onto Mr. Harris’ face, but it only stayed there a moment, and was gone 

as quickly as it came.  A few of the other children started to giggle; Albert turned to them and 

noticed nobody had a big bag like his.  Maybe Albert’s bag was too big, or maybe his mother was 

wrong.  Or a bit crazy.  That would be just like her.  He looked at Mr. Harris, willing him to stop joking 

and put things right.  “Well Albert, you’ve certainly blown my cover!  I wasn’t going to talk about this 

until after class.  You’re going to have to wait until later for more details.” 

 

Albert looked triumphantly at his classmates.  The giggling had stopped, and full attention was being 

paid to Albert, Mr. Harris, and the large bag.  “Ok Mr. Harris,” Albert was feeling rather self 

important now, “You’d better have this.  It’s a letter of consent for me to go on the trip from my 

Mum.” 

 

--- 

 

Andy Harris propped himself up against the work surface in the abandoned kitchen of Number 25 

Mayfair Towers.  A thin film of grease coated the remaining kitchen units.  Andy had brought in 

some cleaning spray once, but the grease had declared itself a permanent feature.  I’ve been here 

over twenty years you know, it had told Andy, and I’m not budging now.  Now Andy barely noticed 

when his fingers met the tacky surface; he and the grease had officially reached a lasting truce. 

 

He could hear the children talking next door as they ate their lunches.  Albert was telling his 

seventeen classmates that there would surely be at least one horse, maybe more, and did they know 
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that a group of wild horses was called a herd, but that they were also known as a string or a team, 

depending on if they were racing or doing something else.  Andy held the letter Albert had given 

him.  He knew what it would say before he even opened it. 

 

 

“Right everybody.  Shush!”  He seldom had to raise his voice, but the children were excitable.  There 

had been much talk of horses and possibly even a donkey that afternoon.  A number of the girls had 

anxiously enquired if they would have time to go home to pack before the trip.  The potential need 

for swimming costumes had been hotly debated.  Andy felt bad.  He should have stopped it before.  

But he had wanted to wait until the end of the day to protect Albert. 

 

“Ok, bad news I’m afraid.”  Now they were all quiet.  “I’m sad to say that I’ve had to cancel the trip.” 

 

This was met with assorted noises of disappointment, which then gave way to a number of hands in 

the air, whose owners wished to enquire why, and when the trip would be rescheduled for.  Albert, 

however, sat in quiet disappointment, and wondered if he would still be allowed the treats that had 

been packed for him when he got home later. 

 

“I’m afraid it was an essential security decision.  Word is that the NUPS are targeting the area 

tonight, and it would be too risky.”  Some of the older students nodded sagely at this.  A number of 

pouts were withdrawn upon receipt of this crucial information.  Class was dismissed under 

instruction to “Await further information and remain vigilant.”  As his classmates began to descend 

the concrete stairs, in their usual small groups so that they could exit the block without drawing 

attention to themselves, Albert began to hoist his bag onto his back.  It really did seem very heavy 

and unnecessary now. 

 

“Albert, hang on a minute.  I need to speak to you.” 
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--- 

 

Albert didn’t usually cry.  He hadn’t even cried that time when he had slipped in the bathroom and 

banged his chin on the sink.  Such a large bruise the next day, but Albert had displayed it proudly to 

the class, accompanied with the news of how very brave he had been.  And tonight, when Mr. Harris 

had told him about his parents, he had been brave.  As he walked with Mr. Harris back to Mr. Harris’ 

house, he had been brave.  Even as he ate the dinner Mr. Harris cooked, despite his dislike of 

carrots, he had still been brave. 

 

But now Albert was lying on an old futon in the room Mr. Harris called his study.  There was an old 

laptop sitting on top of a chest of drawers, but apart from this it didn’t look very studyish at all to 

Albert.  There were a lot of unmarked boxes, and a laundry rack with some shirts hanging on it. The 

laundry rack had buckled under some unknown weight over the years, and looked as though it might 

topple at any time.  But the precarious state of Mr. Harris’ shirts did not concern Albert.  He was 

thinking about the letter. 

 

At first when Mr. Harris had explained, Albert had not believed him.  He felt bad now that he had not 

trusted Mr. Harris, and had instead snatched his mother’s letter from his hand.  But it had been so 

hard to believe.  Why did his parents not tell him about the deportation?  They had told him that 

they were a family of noncitz over two years ago; they had explained that to try and flee would 

undoubtedly lead to capture, and that the only option was to remain partially hidden from normal 

society.  He was old enough to understand these things.  Why could he not travel with them?  Surely 

Poland could not be so bad, even if the NUPS were in charge of getting them there.  They might even 

get to live in the countryside. 

 

Albert heard Mr. Harris turn off the TV, and then a light switch was flicked.  Albert stopped crying 

and held his breath.  He didn’t want Mr. Harris to know that he was not feeling quite as brave as 

normal.  Footsteps on the stairs were followed by another switch being flipped, but this time it was 

to turn a light on.  Albert saw the light slip underneath his door for a moment, and then snap off 

again suddenly.  Mr. Harris must have gone to bed.  The tears did not return, and Albert began to 

drift off into an uneasy sleep.  His arms and legs became heavy, and in the darkness he closed his 
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eyes began to breathe quietly through his mouth.  And then suddenly he was awake again.  The 

front door had been opened and closed.  He was sure of it, the sound could not have been anything 

else. 

 

Mr. Harris had left him. 
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